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as comprising the three principles fire, sun,, and moon, begins
to rise in Susumna, and after drinking the nectar streaming
down it returns to the Kula (SS. IV. 1-5, V. 61 ff.). Mudrds,
or various postures of the body, are practised in order to
increase mechanically the activity of Kundalinl. These
methods, with further contemplation of the higher circles up
to Ajfia, stimulate Kundalinl to such a degree that in the
last stage the Yogi is able to bring her up into Sahasrdra.
By long practice his cttta-vrttis (activities of the material
organ of thought) become absorbed in the Akula, the Absolute ;
his scmiddhi becomes one of perfect stillness. Drinking the
lunar nectar of .Sahasrara, he overcomes Death (cosmic, con-
ditioned being) and the Kula (SS. V. 151 IF.).
 22.	SON. 52 instructs the Yogi, after due practice of the
yamas and niyamas (above, § 2) and spiritual purification, to
stimulate   Kundalinl   to   burst  the   Svayambhu-liiiga,   and
to bring her with the sound of the mystic syllable Jnnli. to the
Brahma-dvara (§ 6), in the centre of Muladhara.    She then
bursts the lihgas in Anahata and Ajfia, and at the Brahma-
randhra  unites  with  Parama-Siva,   shining   like a   bright
thread of lightning.    The Yogi should bring her together
with his soul (jwCtlman) into Sahasrara, and there contemplate
her as supreme and as Caitanya, spirit.    When she has there
drunk the red nectar from Siva, she returns to Muladhara by
the way whereby she came.    Then he should make a libation
of this nectar to the deities of the cosmos, whereby he obtains
immunity from future birth and assurance of absorption into
the Infinite.
 23.	Yogie writers often dwell upon the phenomena of the
Nacla.    Of the cosmological significance of this term we shall
speak below (§ 24); here we need only notice its physical
aspect,in which it signifies the mystic sound,or andliahi-dhvani)
heard by the Yogi in the Susumna in the interior »f his body.
Several varieties of this Nada are mentioned in HYP. IV. 69 If.
The first of them is the sound caused in the ether of the
heart when the exercise of prdndydma (§ 2) has loosened the
Irahma-granlM or  knot of Brahma in the Anahata circle,
Sometimes the sound is identified with the mystic syllable Om.

